After reviewing the Green-Schwarz superstring using the approach of Siegel, the superstring is covariantly quantized by constructing a BRST operator from the fermionic constraints and a bosonic pure spinor ghost variable. Physical massless vertex operators are constructed and, for the first time, N-point tree amplitudes are computed in a manifestly ten-dimensional super-Poincaré covariant manner. Quantization can be generalized to curved supergravity backgrounds and the vertex operator for fluctuations around AdS 5 × S 5 is explicitly constructed. This review is written in a self-contained manner and is based on talks given at
Introduction
There are many motivations for covariantly quantizing the superstring. As in any theory, it is desirable to make all physical symmetries manifest in order to reduce the amount of calculations and simplify any cancellations coming from the symmetry. A second motivation comes from the desire to construct a quantizable sigma model action for the superstring in curved backgrounds with Ramond-Ramond flux. A third motivation is that a more symmetrical formulation of superstring theory may shed light on some of the mysteries of M-theory.
Although the light-cone Green-Schwarz (GS) formalism [1] has been useful for computing four-point tree-level and one-loop amplitudes, it is impractical for computing higherpoint or higher-loop amplitudes because of dependence on the locations of the light-cone interaction points. Using the covariant RNS formalism, one can easily compute N-point tree-level and one-loop amplitudes involving bosons, but amplitudes involving fermions are complicated by the presence of spin fields [2] . Furthermore, lack of manifest spacetime supersymmetry in the RNS expressions complicates the analysis of finiteness properties and, for more than one-loop, leads to picture-changing problems.
For more than 15 years, a classical super-Poincaré covariant version of the GS formalism [3] has existed. But until the recent work described here, quantization problems have prevented this formalism from being used to compute non-vanishing scattering amplitudes. In this review, the covariant GS formalism is quantized by constructing a BRST operator from the fermionic constraints and a bosonic pure spinor ghost variable. After constructing physical massless vertex operators, N-point tree amplitudes are computed for the first time in a manifestly ten-dimensional super-Poincaré covariant manner.
In previous papers, this author has discussed quantization of the superstring compactified to four [4] or six [5] dimensions using "hybrid" variables which combine four or six-dimensional GS variables with a c = 9 or c = 6 superconformal field theory for the compactification. These hybrid formalisms have manifest four or six-dimensional superPoincaré covariance, N=2 worldsheet supersymmetry, and are related to the usual RNS formalism by a field redefinition. Unfortunately, the precise relation between these hybrid formalisms and the new ten-dimensional super-Poincaré covariant formalism is still unclear, so this review will not discuss the hybrid formalisms.
In section 2 of this paper, the covariant GS formalism will be reviewed using the approach of Siegel [6] where the canonical momentum to θ α is an independent variable.
In section 3, it will be argued [7] that a bosonic pure spinor variable, λ α , plays the role of the worldsheet ghost in this formalism, and a BRST operator is constructed out of the fermionic constraints and λ α . In section 4, physical massless vertex operators will be constructed and, in section 5, they will be used to compute N-point tree amplitudes [7] [8]. These amplitudes are manifestly super-Poincaré covariant and involve integration over an on-shell 'harmonic' superspace including five θ's and three λ's. In section 6, the cohomology of the BRST operator is shown to reproduce the light-cone GS spectrum [9] .
In section 7, this quantization method is generalized to curved supergravity backgrounds [7] and the vertex operator is constructed for fluctuations around an AdS 5 ×S 5 background
with Ramond-Ramond flux [10] . In section 8 , some open problems and applications are discussed.
Review of GS Formalism using the Approach of Siegel
In conformal gauge, the classical covariant GS action for the heterotic superstring is[3] In 1986, Siegel suggested an alternative approach in which the canonical momentum to θ α is an independent variable using the free-field action [6] 
In this approach, Siegel attempted to replace the problematic constraints of the covariant GS action with some suitable set of first-class constraints constructed out of the super-
where
is defined as in (2.2) and is no longer constrained to vanish. The first-class constraints should include the Virasoro constraint
the first-class part of the d α constraint, which is the irreducible part of
To get to light-cone gauge, one also needs constraints such as
which is supposed to replace the second-class constraints in d α . Although this approach was successfully used for quantizing the superparticle [11] , a set of constraints which closes at the quantum level and which reproduces the correct physical superstring spectrum was never found.
Nevertheless, the approach of Siegel has the advantage that all worldsheet fields are free which makes it trivial to compute the OPE's that
This gives some useful clues about the appropriate ghost degrees of freedom. Since (θ α , p α )
contributes −32 to the conformal anomaly, the total matter contribution is −22 which is expected to be cancelled by a ghost contribution of +22. Furthermore, the spin contribution to the SO(9, 1) Lorentz currents in Siegel's approach is M mn = 1 2 pγ mn θ, as compared with the spin contribution to the SO(9, 1) Lorentz currents in the RNS formalism which is ψ m ψ n . These two Lorentz currents satisfy similar OPE's except for the numerator in the double pole of M mn with M mn , which is +4 in Siegel's approach and +1 in the RNS formalism. This suggests that the worldsheet ghosts should have Lorentz currents which contribute −3 to the double pole.
Quantization using Pure Spinors
In fact, there exists an SO(9, 1) irreducible representation contributing c = 22 and with a −3 coefficient in the double pole of its Lorentz current [7] . This representation is a complex bosonic spinor λ α satisfying the "pure spinor" condition that
for m = 0 to 9. Pure spinors have previously been used by Howe [12] for describing super-Yang-Mills and supergravity equations of motion as integrability conditions, and by
Nilsson [13] as superspace auxiliary fields.
There are eleven independent complex degrees of freedom in λ α , as can be seen by temporarily breaking SO(9, 1) to SO (8) and solving the constraint of (3.1). If
gives no new constraints on s a and v j . But this parameterization of λ α is invariant under the gauge transformation δv j = ǫȧ(σ j s)ȧ, which allows one to gauge away half of the components of v j . So a pure spinor λ α can be parameterized by the seven complex components of a null s a and the four remaining complex components of v j [9] . After Wick rotation to SO(10), one can alternatively describe λ α as a complex scale parameter multiplying the complex tendimensional coset space SO(10)/U (5) [7] .
Using either the SO(8) or SO(10)/U (5) descriptions of λ α , a free field action S λ can be constructed out of the eleven left-moving unconstrained parameters and their canonical momenta with conformal anomaly c = 22. Although the unconstrained parameters do not transform covariantly under SO(9, 1), the only combinations which appear in the vertex operators are λ α and its Lorentz current N mn , which satisfy the manifestly SO(9,1)
One can alternatively obtain the OPE's of (3.2) from an SO(9,1) WZW model of level −3, however, λ a would not be a fundamental field in such an action [14] .
One still needs to define which states are physical in this Hilbert space. The physical state condition will be defined as ghost-number one states in the cohomology of the BRSTlike operator [7] 
where λ α carries ghost-number one and d α is defined in (2.4). Since d α satisfies the
αβ Π m , the pure spinor condition on λ α implies that Q is nilpotent. Although it is a bit unusual that Q is constructed from second-class constraints, it will be shown in section 5 that its cohomology reproduces the correct light-cone GS spectrum.
Physical Massless Vertex Operators
Since there is no tachyon, the massless open superstring state is constructed from zero modes of the dimension-zero worldsheet fields x m ,θ α , and λ α . Since it has ghost-number one, it can be written as [7] 
where 
where a m (x) and ξ α (x) are the on-shell gluon and gluino and all the components in ... are auxiliary fields which are related to a m and ξ α by equations of motion.
To compute scattering amplitudes, one also needs vertex operators in integrated form, 
. It will be useful to note that in components, .3) and will be used in section 7 for quantizing the superstring in a curved supergravity background.
Tree-Level Massless Scattering Amplitudes
As usual, the N -point tree-level open superstring scattering amplitude will be defined as the correlation function of 3 unintegrated vertex operators U r and N − 3 integrated vertex operators dzV r . For massless external states, these vertex operators are given in (4.1) and (4.3).
The first step to evaluate the correlation function is to eliminate all worldsheet fields of non-zero dimension (i.e. ∂x m , ∂θ α , p α and N mn ) by using their OPE's with other worldsheet fields and the fact that they vanish at z → ∞. One then integrates over the x m zero modes to get a Koba-Nielson type formula,
where λ α λ β λ γ comes from the three unintegrated vertex operators and f αβγ is some function of the z r 's, the momenta k r , the polarizations η r , and the remaining θ zero modes.
One would like to define the correlation function λ α λ β λ γ f αβγ such that A is supersymmetric and gauge invariant. An obvious way to make A supersymmetric is to require that the correlation function vanishes unless all sixteen θ zero modes are present, but this gives the wrong answer by dimensional analysis. The correct answer comes from realizing that Y = λ α λ β λ γ f αβγ satisfies the constraint QY = 0 since the external states are on-shell.
Furthermore, gauge invariance implies that Y should vanish whenever Y = QΩ.
At zero momentum and ghost-number three, there is precisely one state in the cohomology of Q which is (λγ m θ)(λγ n θ)(λγ p θ)(θγ mnp θ). So if
it is natural to define
This definition is supersymmetric since (λγ m θ)(λγ n θ)(λγ p θ)(θγ mnp θ)θ α is not annihilated by Q, and is gauge invariant since (λγ m θ)(λγ n θ)(λγ p θ)(θγ mnp θ) = QΩ. Note that (5.3)
can be interpreted as integration over an on-shell harmonic superspace involving five θ's
For three-point scattering,
γ , it is easy to check that the prescription of (5.3) reproduces the usual super-Yang-Mills cubic vertex. In the gauge of Together with Brenno Vallilo, it was proven that the above prescription agrees with the standard RNS prescription of [2] for N-point massless tree amplitudes involving up to four fermions [8] . The relation of (4.4) to the RNS massless vertex operator was used in this proof, and the restriction on the number of fermions comes from the need for different pictures in the RNS prescription.
Cohomology of Q
To compute the cohomology of Q = dzλ α d α , it is convenient to use the SO (8) parameterization of λ α in terms of s a and v j discussed in section 3. The gauge invariance δv j = ǫȧ(σ j s)ȧ leads to a new fermionic ghost anti-chiral spinor tȧ, and the invariance of the gauge parameter, δǫȧ = y j (σ j s)ȧ, leads to a new bosonic ghost-for-ghost vector v j (1) . These gauge invariances continue indefinitely until one has an infinite chain of bosonic vectors v j (n) and fermionic anti-chiral spinors t j (n) for n = 0 to ∞ where n = 0 labels the original vector and spinor [9] .
In terms of these left-moving dimension-zero worldsheet fields, Q = dzs a G a where
, and the infinite sum comes from the gauge invariances. Note that
One can treat s a s a = 0 as a BRST constraint by defining
where (b, c) are fermionic ghosts of dimension (1, 0). One can check that Q ′ is nilpotent with unconstrained s a , and has cohomology equal to that of Q. Note that the algebra of G a and T is not the usual N = 8 superconformal algebra since, for example, T has dimension 1 and commutes with G a . Nevertheless, since T and G a are first-class constraints, they can be used to gauge-fix x + = P + τ and (γ + θ) a = 0, and solve for x − and (γ − p) a .
The only remaining constraint is that physical operators must commute with the zero mode of T , which in this light-cone gauge is T 0 + 1 2 P − where
and a Lorentz frame has been chosen in which P j = 0 for j = 1 to 8. So physical operators are constructed from products of eigenvectors of T 0 whose (mass) 2 = P + P − is equal to the sum of the eigenvalues multiplied by −2P + . Since T 0 is quadratic, the bosonic and fermionic eigenvectors with eigenvalues N , a N and b N , can be expressed as linear combinations of the remaining light-cone variables,
If one requires that these eigenvectors satisfy the normalization condition that dσ(f
) are finite, one finds that the only normalizable eigenvectors are the modes of
These eight bosonic and eight fermionic eigenvectors generate the usual light-cone GS spectrum. So the T 0 constraint has imposed the second-class constraints as well as the mass-shell condition. It is interesting to note that an infinite set of fields has also been useful for treating the second-class constraints of the chiral boson [17] and the self-dual
Type IIB four-form [18] .
Superstring in AdS 5 × S 5 Background
To construct the superstring action in a curved Type II supergravity background, one adds the integrated form of the closed massless vertex operator of section 4 to the superstring action in a flat background, and covariantizes with respect to superreparameterization invariance. As usual, one also needs to include a Fradkin-Tseytlin term for coupling the dilaton to the worldsheet curvature r. The resulting action is [7] [19]
where Y M = (x m , θ µ , θ µ ) parameterizes the curved N=2 superspace background, the first line of (7.1) is the usual GS action, 
Open Problems and Applications
In this review, it was argued that pure spinors are the worldsheet ghosts of the GS formalism and that physical states are described by ghost-number one vertex operators in the cohomology of Q = dzλ α d α . Although these ideas were successfully used for computing N-point tree amplitudes, a more geometrical understanding would be useful for computing loop amplitudes where the ghosts play a more important role. In particular, one would like to understand how to formulate the action in a reparameterization-invariant manner and how the ghosts arise from the gauge-fixing procedure.
The relatively simple form of the vertex operator for fluctuations around the AdS 5 × 
